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At this stage, in the research process of sports public service e�ciency evaluation and analysis, due to the use of accurate data
analysis methods, there are problems of low evaluation reliability and low analysis speed. Based on this, this paper studies the
application of an information strategy based on the intuitionistic fuzzy data matching method in the evaluation and analysis of
sports public service e�ciency.  e e�ciency evaluation and analysis model of sports public service based on the intuitive fuzzy
information algorithm is established. According to the characteristics of di�erent types of sports public service, di�erent types of
data analysis methods are used to evaluate the e�ciency, and the optimization of the e�ciency analysis model of sports public
service is realized according to the service demand and data type of di�erent sports events. Finally, an experiment is designed to
quantitatively evaluate the accuracy, stability, and reliability of the sports public service analysis model.  e results show that the
e�ciency intelligent evaluation and analysis model based on the intuitive fuzzy information algorithm can e�ectively select the
optimal sports public service evaluation countermeasures and rules according to the characteristics and data types of di�erent
sports events, realize the multi-dimensional accuracy classi�cation of di�erent types of sports events, and e�ectively improve the
reliability of sports public service e�ciency evaluation.

1. Introduction

Implementing the national strategy of nationwide �tness is
the basic task of promoting healthy China to build a sports
power. In order to optimize the transformation of gov-
ernment service functions, we will vigorously promote the
development of public services for national �tness, so that
the grass-roots people can enjoy the fruits of sports devel-
opment and enhance their sense of gain and happiness. It is
particularly important to improve the public sports service
system and improve the e�ciency of public sports service.
 erefore, it is necessary to evaluate the e�ciency of public
sports services, explore the relevant in�uencing factors, solve
the practical problems of the current reform and develop-
ment of sports, and put forward e�ective paths for reference.
 e evaluation and analysis of sports public service e�ciency
has important practical signi�cance for the improvement of

public service [1]. At this stage, due to di�erent types of
sports and di�erent service contents, it is easy to have a
variety of ine�cient services, which will a�ect the experience
of public users [2]. Although there are many researches on
the e�ciency evaluation of sports public service at this stage,
there are still no goodmigration application research results,
and many methods still need to be analyzed in combination
with the problems existing in the public service of speci�c
sports types [3].  erefore, in order to better develop a more
targeted evaluation system based on di�erent types of sports
public service strategies, it is necessary to combine the in-
tuitive fuzzy information algorithm to realize high-quality
analysis and customized evaluation of di�erent sports events
[4].

Based on this background, this paper studies the ap-
plication of the intuitionistic fuzzy information algorithm in
intelligent analysis of sports public service e�ciency
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evaluation, which is mainly divided into four chapters. *e
first chapter briefly introduces the application background
of sports public service efficiency evaluation and intui-
tionistic fuzzy information algorithm and the chapter ar-
rangement of this study. *e second chapter introduces the
research status of the efficiency evaluation model of sports
public service and summarizes the shortcomings of the
current research.*e third chapter constructs the evaluation
and analysis model of sports public service efficiency based
on the intuitive fuzzy information algorithm. *rough the
disturbing intelligent analysis of different types of sports
service data, it realizes the high-intensity representation of
its internal relevance and carries out centralized control
according to its internal error to improve the accuracy of the
model. Chapter 4 tests the innovative characteristics of
different types of data groups of the intelligent analysis
sports public service efficiency evaluation model constructed
in this paper and realizes the accuracy verification and
analysis of the sports public service efficiency model by
analyzing the error degree of the efficiency evaluation
process of different types of sports public services. *e
experimental results show that compared with the tradi-
tional sports public service analysis and matching model of
database modular analysis and processing, the sports public
service efficiency evaluation and analysis model based on the
intuitive fuzzy information algorithm proposed in this study
has better use value and lower error rate.

*e innovation of this paper is to propose an efficiency
evaluation and analysis model of sports public service based
on the intuitionistic fuzzy information algorithm.*emodel
can evaluate the accuracy of different data groups according
to the intelligent degree of sports public service efficiency
evaluation types corresponding to different types of sports
events and the efficiency analysis according to the intelligent
classification effect of data, in order to improve its internal
data accuracy.

2. State of the Art

At present, many mathematicians have carried out a lot of
research according to the efficiency of sports public service,
mainly focusing on service data group, innovative group
analysis, and efficient intelligent matching and tracking [5].
Researchers Crothers and others adopted different matching
strategies and data analysis stability thinking for different
databases according to different types of sports, so as to
realize intelligent and stable tracking of different data
groups, and their internal data relevance has good analysis
and fuzzy rules, so they can better complete the efficiency
analysis of different sports public services. However, more
parameters need to be checked [6]. Ni and other scholars
adopted different types of data group classification ideas for
different sports public service methods from the differences
of service strategies and service methods of different types of
sports, tree thinking strategy, and gridmanagement thinking
at marriage [7]. In the process of analyzing the efficiency
evaluation of sports public service, Zhao and other scholars
found that different types of sports have different sets of data
centers, so they adopted a source efficient attack model to

realize targeted analysis and intelligent matching and
tracking of data groups [8]. According to the characteristics
of fuzzy information processing system, Rahimian and other
scholars intelligently analyze different types of sports public
service methods, classify different data, and use repair
sparsity algorithm for in-depth analysis [9]. Simone and
other scholars adopted an intelligent adaptive allocation
strategy for sports events according to different types of
sports service thinking. *e experimental results show that
this strategy can carry out feature recognition and intelligent
analysis according to its internal differences and can be used
for optimal matching analysis of different types of strategy
groups [10]. Wu and other scholars conducted targeted
analysis on the service efficiency of different sports events
according to the differentiated characteristics of power
points of sports events, discussed their internal relevance of
sports events and evaluated their efficiency, and proposed a
sports public service analysis model based on multi-di-
mensional innovation matching identification [11]. Relying
on different types of high-end sports public service data-
bases, Yang and other scholars classify the efficiency of
sports public service for different types of sports events and
put forward a sports public service analysis model that can
match high-value data [12]. In the process of studying the
efficiency evaluation of sports public service, Pradeep and
other scholars found that different types of efficiency analysis
problems need different methods for stability matching.
*erefore, they proposed a high-intensity and multi type
collaborative sports public service analysis and efficiency
stability evaluation system. *e system can effectively im-
prove the service efficiency and data accuracy of different
types [13].

To sum up, it can be seen that the current commonly
used intelligent analysis models for sports public service
efficiency evaluation cannot efficiently complete the quan-
titative analysis of high-precision data of sports events and
need to classify and analyze the innovation of different
model data. *erefore, there is the possibility of further
research on the efficiency and stability of data analysis
[14–16]. On the other hand, in the research on the differ-
entiation of sports public service efficiency evaluation, there
are few research results combined with the intuitive fuzzy
information algorithm and few unified analysis combined
with the fuzzy information strategy [17–19]. *erefore, it is
of great significance to carry out the model analysis and
research based on the fuzzy information algorithm applied
to the efficiency evaluation of sports public service.

3. Methodology

3.1. Analysis of Intelligent Analysis Model for Efficiency
Evaluation of Sports Public Service. Intuitionistic fuzzy in-
formation theory adopts the discrete processing technology
of data group and multi-dimensional data matching and
tracking strategy to realize data analysis and processing and
intensity matching to varying degrees [20]. *e current data
analysis types have different degrees of error, which is be-
cause the parameters set by different data analysis types have
many differences. *erefore, in the process of solving
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specific problems, the differences of parameters are very
different, which will affect the final data operation results
[21]. Intuitionistic fuzzy information algorithm is mainly
used to quantitatively analyze the targeted data of different
sports public service efficiency and evaluation in solving the
problem of sports public service efficiency evaluation.
*rough the value matching of different data groups, it can
classify different types of data groups and then realize the
high-accuracy analysis of different service efficiency [22].
*e thinking process of data operation is shown in Figure 1.
On the other hand, in the process of differential analysis of
different types of sports public service projects, there will be
great differences in their internal data matching degree and
value analysis strategy, so there will be obvious differences in
their internal data analysis intensity, and there is great
uncertainty in their internal data accuracy [23]. In the
process of adopting diversified data analysis dimension
strategy for the data type of sports public service efficiency
evaluation, the value degree will be matched according to its
internal “Anjian performance,” so as to realize the classi-
fication and quantitative research of the data group [24]. By
using the intuitionistic fuzzy information algorithm and
computer network analysis technology, the difference
characteristics of its internal data types can be well analyzed,
especially in value matching and stability strategy [25].

3.2.,eProcess of Establishing theEfficiencyEvaluationModel
of Sports Public Service. After the analysis and intelligent
evaluation of different types of sports public service effi-
ciency, high-precision quantitative analysis and stability
solution can be realized according to its external relevance
and internal matching. Usually, the quantitative analysis of
sports public service mainly adopts common statistical
analysis. However, it is difficult to obtain data related to
sports public services or because they are often mixed with
public services. *erefore, the relevant statistical analysis is
difficult, even difficult to carry out. Compared with a large
number of mathematical models and quantitative analysis
methods and means in the fields of economy, management,
education, and so on, it is not common to adopt similar
methods in the field of sports public service.

*erefore, after the simulation analysis of different types
of sports public service efficiency strategies combined with
the fuzzy information classification algorithm, the data
simulation analysis process based on computer intuitive
fuzzy high latitude value analysis strategy is shown in
Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that for the sports public
service efficiency evaluation data sets with different value
analysis matching strategies, the evaluation scores of dif-
ferent types of sports public services are different because
different types of fuzzy information data analysis networks
and intuitive fuzzy algorithms are in the process of high-
precision analysis of the data group. Eight dimensional
matching classification will be carried out according to the
accuracy of its data group to realize the classified processing
of different service events, and then value analysis will be
carried out according to its internal error, and its efficiency

will be evaluated. In this process, the corresponding eval-
uation function P(x) and efficiency function G(x) can be
expressed as hc � 1/M × N
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*e solution expression L(x) of the eigenvector corre-
sponding to different public sports service data groups is
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where r is the high-value response value of public service
efficiency evaluation, which is converted into the classified
value parameter of high latitude, then the corresponding
discrete function R(x) formula is expressed as

R(x) �
lim

x⟶∞
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, (4)

where xk represents the low latitude parameter of public
sports service. Complete different types of arrays and the
corresponding combination strategy formula is
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After discarding the correlation degree of its internal
data type, with the help of the intuitive fuzzy strategy, its
corresponding efficiency classification function is
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where x is the high-intensity-type parameter group of the
intuitionistic fuzzy classification. After completing this link,
the corresponding high-value degree function analysis re-
sults are shown in Figure 3.

According to the results of Figure 3, after classifying the
efficiency evaluation data of sports public service by using
the intuitive fuzzy information algorithm, different types of
arrays have great change intensity, and their efficiency is also
different and multidimensional. In essence, public service
efficiency is a production efficiency problem within the
public service system. Most of the current research methods
use the nonparametric method to determine the frontier
production function, that is, the data envelopment analysis
(DEA) method for research evaluation. It is a nonparametric
linear mathematical programming method for convex effi-
cient frontier estimation. At present, this method has been
widely used in the efficiency evaluation and research of
various industries and fields. *is is because different types
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of fuzzy information analysis algorithms can realize high-
dimensional classification and evaluation analysis of data
according to super-precision function group.*en it realizes
the quantitative representation and value matching analysis
of the efficiency evaluation of sports public service.

Set the basic analysis value of the sports public service
efficiency of the corresponding intuitive fuzzy information
in this study as 0.1, and the simulation analysis results are
shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that when characterizing
and intensity matching analysis of sports public service
efficiency evaluation data, the internal relevance data groups
also have different types of value analysis strategies because
different types of data groups need to carry out value
matching and dimension correspondence in combination
with the types of data groups in value analysis. At this time,
the corresponding intuitionistic fuzzy information function
can be expressed as

r(x) �
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*e corresponding application restrictions are
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Under the intuitionistic fuzzy analysis algorithm, the
corresponding truth function is T(x):

T(x) � 
n

i�1
rxi + b(x), (9)
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Figure 1: Data operation and processing process of intuitionistic fuzzy information algorithm.
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where b(x) represents the truth value correspondence analysis
function, w is the real array of sports public service efficiency
evaluation, and b is the two-dimensional editing number of
sports public service efficiency evaluation data group.

In order to improve the accuracy of its evaluation effi-
ciency, it is also necessary to add the necessary conditions for
significance classification:

xi[h(x) + n] − xi−1
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Under this significant condition, the formula corre-
sponding to the collimation function β(w, x) is
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where K represents the standard threshold function of
intuitionistic ambiguity.

In order to further improve the standardization of fuzzy
information, the gradient function H′(x) of the judgment
function in different dimensions is
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After quantitative evaluation, the corresponding public
service efficiency analysis function is
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where ai represents data groups of different groups. At this
time, the corresponding fuzzy information analysis results
under different differentiation conditions are shown in
Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the efficiency
evaluation of sports public service normalizes and analyzes
different sports, the corresponding numerical changes are
also quite different, but there are some regular and stable
changes in local data.*is is because the internal relevance is
very different under the analysis of the intuitive fuzzy in-
formation algorithm. *erefore, the corresponding stan-
dardized single factor has good universality and stability.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Design of Sports Public Service Efficiency
Evaluation Model Based on Intuitionistic Fuzzy Information
Algorithm. During the experiment, in order to further
confirm the credibility and feasibility of the sports public
service efficiency evaluation model proposed in this study
in dealing with unknown problems, it is necessary to carry
out the authenticity data analysis experiment. *e fuzzy
evaluation analysis strategy used in this experiment is a
multi-dimensional method combining fuzzy information
processing and intelligent normalization strategy. In the
process of analyzing different types of sports public service
data groups, this method has high accuracy and period-
icity in its internal relevance evaluation and value analysis.
Specifically, the research selects quantifiable public service
input and output variables. Generally speaking, to study
the efficiency of public services between regions, we need
to take all public services or some major public service
projects provided by local governments as the research
object to comprehensively investigate their efficiency.
Here, we generally choose two main basic public service
items, medical care and education, as samples for re-
search. In terms of variable selection, in order to make the
input-output data of various regions comparable, we all
choose the per capita index for investigation. In terms of
public service input variables, we select the per capita
public service expenditure in each region, which repre-
sents the resources consumed by each region to provide
public services. In terms of output variables, we selected
three indicators from the fields of health care and edu-
cation to reflect their comprehensive output.

*erefore, its internal data groups have good service
characteristics and value types. Figure 6 is the preliminary
experimental results based on the intuitive fuzzy informa-
tion algorithm analysis model.

In the experimental results in Figure 6, it can be found
that under the analysis of different types of intuitive fuzzy
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Figure 4: Simulation analysis results of sports public service ef-
ficiency indicators based on intuitionistic fuzzy information.
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information algorithms, the internal differences in data re-
liability and stability of different sports public service data
groups are obvious, and the results have high variability and
consistency in the process of discretization of sports service
behavior. *is result is also in line with the experimental
expectations. *is is because under the intuitionistic fuzzy
information analysis strategy, the data calculation efficiency of
the corresponding sports public service efficiency evaluation
model is improved, and its internal data group and reliability
will also change, which leads to higher differences in its in-
ternal relevance and matching tracking rate.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. *is paper evaluates
the residents’ satisfaction with sports public service and con-
structs the evaluation index system. At present, the evaluation
index of sports public service should be determined from the
dimensions of the construction of national fitness facilities,

the construction of national fitness organizations, the de-
velopment of national fitness activities, and the guidance
service of national fitness. In the sports public service effi-
ciency evaluation and analysis model based on fuzzy infor-
mation processing algorithm proposed in this study, the
commonly used evaluation index is used as the necessity
reference strategy. If the error analysis is not carried out, the
reliability of the results of the corresponding high-precision
efficiency evaluation model will be reduced. *erefore, its
internal relevance and data thinking coupling have different
value analysis strategies, which will be directly related to the
analysis accuracy of sports public service efficiency evaluation.
*e experimental analysis results are shown in Figure 7, in
which the horizontal axis is the number of experimental
analysis and the vertical axis is the quantitative character-
ization function value of the fuzzy evaluation index.

As can be seen from Figure 7, when analyzing different
types of data groups, the experimental group using
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intuitionistic fuzzy strategy has the lowest error degree of
corresponding data results, and its corresponding effi-
ciency evaluation parameters are also the highest. *is is
because after adopting the fuzzy information processing
algorithm and intuitionistic fuzzy analysis strategy, the
matching degree of the corresponding data analysis and
the value degree of the disturbing error function will show
the characteristics of strong pertinence and high effi-
ciency. *erefore, when the difference of the corre-
sponding different function types in the analysis process is
large, the accuracy and value degree of the corresponding
evaluation and analysis vector will have good reliability
and stability, and its internal relevance vector group will
also have a coupling effect with the internal matching
degree of the value function, resulting in higher accuracy
and value matching degree in its evaluation of the effi-
ciency of sports public service. *erefore, its evaluation
results can improve the accuracy by at least 33% and be
more convincing.

5. Conclusion

*is paper studies the application of information strategy
based on the intuitionistic fuzzy data matching method in
the evaluation and analysis of sports public service efficiency.
An evaluation and analysis model of sports public service
efficiency based on the intuitionistic fuzzy information al-
gorithm is established. According to the characteristics of
different types of sports public service, different types of data
analysis methods are used to evaluate its efficiency, and
according to the service needs and data types of different
sports events, the optimization of the efficiency analysis
model of sports public service is realized. Finally, an ex-
periment is designed to quantitatively evaluate its accuracy,
and the stability and reliability of the sports public service
analysis model. *e results show that the effectiveness in-
telligent evaluation analysis model based on the intuition-
istic fuzzy information algorithm can effectively select the

optimal sports public service evaluation countermeasures
and rules according to the characteristics and data types of
different sports events, realize the multi-dimensional and
accurate classification of different types of sports events, and
effectively improve the reliability of sports public service
efficiency evaluation.

However, this paper only focuses on the evaluation
strategy of the efficiency of sports public service, so there is
still room for improvement. We can conduct in-depth re-
search on the scope of application and regional differences of
the efficiency evaluation model of sports public service.
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